
Signature: South-West

Feminine/Masculine Balance: 3/1
Feminine numbers are overall tougher, more tenacious, and enduring but they lack the 
masculine energy of spontaneity. Masculine numbers have an immediate and 
noticeable effect, but their impact doesnʼt last long.

Most of the numbers in your birthdate are feminine, which indicates that you have a 
noticeable patience about you. Youʼre thoughtful but this quality can lead you into a 
state of hesitation, which can be difficult in situations where you have to act quickly.

Cardinal Points

The North represents the end of the old and the beginning of the new. Because you 
donʼt have an numbers in your North, you will likely have a difficult journey to becoming 
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successful in any profession that requires you to perform on stage. But because of the 
influence of your numbers in the South, the opportunities are still openly available to 
you.

The East reflects the energies of enthusiasm and joy that take root in the 
developmental stages of new ideas.

The South resonates the liveliness needed to present ideas to others. People with the 
South represented in their Personal Codes share the qualities of charisma, curiosity and 
expressiveness. To put it quite simply, you donʼt have difficulty finding supporters for 
what you believe in, whether it be research findings, a philosophy or a way of life. 

You give others the impression that youʼre strong, but you may hold an inner fear that 
you wonʼt be able to fulfill your commitments and make good on your promises. You 
may have even developed a reputation of not following through on your word, but what 
people donʼt see is that this is often due to you taking on more than you can handle. 
Another inner struggle you face is the feeling that you havenʼt taken full advantage of 
your day. This may be a recurring thought you have at night right before you go to sleep. 

If you donʼt exhibit these qualities and you do have the South in your Personal Code, it 
could be very likely that you were suppressed by a stronger personality as a child, 
which stunted your personal development. (See the book for suggestions on how to tap 
into your inner self if this is the case.)

The energy associated with the seven is slightly less fierce than and not as 
spontaneous as that of the two. This number influences you to take a little 
longer to make decisions.

A Southernly extreme...
If you have an excess influence in the South, it is experienced more dramatically than if 
you had an imbalance at another Cardinal point. This imbalance is easy to see in the 
form of over-enthusiasm or even hysterics that can lead to a need to dominate or take 
over the control of a situation. Perhaps because of the excess enthusiasm imparted by 
the extreme energies of an excess South, these people also tend to perspire more than 
others; itʼs a way to release the tension of the energies you keep within you when you 
donʼt express yourself authentically. You also run the risk of being called a windbag—
talking so much that people want to run away from your rhetoric. If you fall into this 
category, itʼs best to avoid surrounding yourself with the color red, which includes 
avoiding wearing it. Focus on blues and blacks to help create that balance within you.

The West embodies the organizational qualities needed to turn a dream into a reality. 
Western energies are powered by tremendous strength; your willpower and 
purposefulness are unchallenged by the other Cardinal points. With the West 
represented in your Personal Code, youʼre completely fine with being the hardest 
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working workhorse in the field as long as your vision is clear and you believe that 
success is on your path. With that, youʼre always open to constructive criticism; 
anything to open you up to meaningful changes that benefit your progress.

A born leader? Yes, you are. However, patience is not exactly one of your many virtues. 
You have the perseverance and business drive to take projects from ideas to working 
pieces and your financial prowess make successful money management second nature 
to you. There are many geniuses and renown inventors with the influence of the West in 
their Personal Codes, but since their work is often ahead of its time, many of them are 
only acknowledged for their contributions after theyʼve crossed over.

Nothing would hurt you more than not being taken seriously, whether that means others 
not believing in your new idea, not appreciating how important your goals are to you, or 
not understanding why you havenʼt given up yet.

If you want to promote the energies of the West, fill your home environment, your office 
and your closet with the color white. Of particular importance is limiting the amount of 
green you wear if you want to further cultivate the qualities of the West since green 
effectively blocks the energies of the West.

People with a nine in their Personal Codes have what it takes to be very 
successful at business. Being influenced by the energies of this number can 
sometimes make you difficult to deal with, however. Having said that, you 
usually get your way, so the difficulty others have of dealing with your strong 

personality may be lost on you as you persevere to reach your next goal. That 
clarity of knowing what you want out of life actually makes you a bit easier to take, but 
for those with a nine who arenʼt sure what they want to do in life, you are particularly 
challenging on those around you.

The energies of the four are often found among groups of skilled workers, 
engineers and self-made successes. Youʼre very talented with your hands, 
producing beautiful things with them that make others feel they have two 
left hands. This could manifest in many ways, from having the innate talent 

to decorate a home with beauty and grace to building beautiful homes from 
the ground up.

Westerly extremes…
When you have more than ten Units represented in the West (e.g., a nine and a four), 
you may be prone to egotistical outbursts or refuse to work in a team even though it 
would produce much more beneficial business outcomes. Your strong influence from the 
West have thus marked you with a stubborn streak. You can often get your way, even 
when itʼs not merited, because of your steadfastness. Your combination of Western 
numbers can also bring about narcissistic tendencies; be careful about considering 
yourself superior to others because of your assumed or actual level of knowledge. This 
trait can make it difficult to be around you, particularly since you tend to be impatient of 
othersʼ lack of efficiency or their primitiveness (as you see it); you can get pushy about 
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your expectations for people to perform at a certain level. If you allow these tendencies 
to manifest, you run the risk of people seeing you as condescending or righteous. 
Intoxication with materialism, corruption, and selfishness will eventually destroy 
everything youʼve built if you donʼt take measures to counter the extremes of the West.

Missing Stations

North: When your personal Code is missing the numbers of the North, you will have the 
tendency to assume that you know all there is to know and lack the urge to pursue 
greater knowledge. Making an effort to continue improving yourself through study and 
practice will help you reach balance in this area. A missing number one generally points 
to a lack of willpower. You can work toward filling in that void by making strides toward 
forming and confidently owning your opinions. A missing six renders it more challenging 
to understand the need for some compromises, life changes and fundamental 
philosophies on how you understand the world; youʼll notice that it takes you longer than 
it does others to realize that youʼd benefit from a change in behavior or outlook on life. 
In general, without the numbers of the North, youʼll move away from introspection and 
self-observation and toward the assumption that you whatʼs best, regardless of what 
others think. Of all the Stations that could be missing in your personal Code, it is most 
difficult to compensate for a lack of the numbers of the North.

East: You tend to shy away from commotion if you lack the number three in your 
personal Code. Without the number eight, you tend to overcomplicate things. With an 
overbalance as well as a lack of a representation of the numbers of the East, you have 
a tendency not to consider the consequences of the things you say (a lack of empathy).

Aside from surrounding yourself with more of the color green to offset the void, you can 
also make conscious steps toward developing the gifts that these numbers impart. For 
example, practice improving your communication skills by listening more carefully in 
conversations to try to connect with the message between the words of the person 
speaking; focus on listening to the true message being transmitted rather than just the 
surface words being said. Another wonderful way to begin balancing your East is to 
surround yourself with people who have this influence in their Code. The odd thing is 
that youʼll often try very hard to avoid these people because you see them as too 
emotional and being around them is unpleasant for you because youʼd much prefer 
pretending your emotions didnʼt exist.

Center: Activities that promote groundedness will help compensate for a missing 
influence from the Central Cardinal point. If you donʼt have a zero or a five in your 
Personal Code, consider activities that allow you to commune with nature, or meditate 
for a few minutes each day to reconnect with your personal center. An interesting note 
to consider is that those with no Central influence who fall under an earth sign (Taurus, 
Virgo, or Capricorn) have an innate tendency to ground on their own so they may not 
feel the missing energies of the Center as much as other signs.
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In terms of specifically missing one of the two Central numbers in your birth date, 
missing the five often leads to a lack of assertiveness in everyday life, while lacking a 
zero can lead to not feeling fully satisfied with yourself and having the compulsion to 
keep checking that everything was done right (even if you already have proof that it 
has). This could even manifest as perfectionism in those who turn the affliction into a 
seemingly marketable trait in their professional lives.

Those of you without a zero may also repeatedly ask yourselves whether youʼve made 
the right decisions in life, doubting your choices due to your lack of connection to your 
center. Meditation will help a great deal in alleviating these doubts, as it will teach you to 
reconnect with your inner voice—your intuition—and that reconnection with sprout the 
peaceful sense of knowing that youʼre on the right path when you follow your inner 
awareness. Another possible manifestation of this sense of doubt about oneʼs choices in 
life can be depression, particularly on days when there are no concrete plans set in the 
calendar. The easiest way to counterbalance this low is to go be with nature to bring the 
awareness of the present back to you.
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